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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing a Wince Bar. This

unique weight set was designed by fitness

expert Kevin Wince, who wanted to create a

weight set that would fit into your life. The

Wince Bar will empower you to keep fit while

on the road, at home, at your office, and it can

be stored neatly. Finally, with over 30 exercises

demonstrated on the included DVD, you don’t

have to be a muscle man to get a proper

workout. Kevin will give you the knowledge you

need to keep yourself fit, healthier and,

ultimately, happier.

The Wince Bar forms 7 pairs each of

differentially weighted long bars and dumbbells,

depending on the combination of weights,

spacers, and endcaps loaded onto the bars.

Fitness expert Kevin Wince has given you all

the tools you need to keep yourself fit. The bad

news is that you’ve just run out of excuses.

DISCLAIMER : As with any exercise equipment, if you are unsure or in doubt of your current

physical condition or health, you should consult a physician before beginning any kind

of exercise routine! It is more important to start out at a reasonable, slow

pace and to exercise consistently than to start off boldly

and to burn out.
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A LETTER FROM KEVIN WINCE

Dear Valued Customer :

Congratulations on your purchase of the Wince Bar! While enlisted in the US Navy, splitting time between

life in the military barracks and life on board a naval submarine, I constantly struggled with finding a way

to stay in shape. So, my mission became to develop an affordable, space-saving weight set that would

fit in any room of your house, apartment, office or college dorm.

The purpose of the Wince Bar is to enable you to keep fit while living your busy life. The large diameter of

the bar helps to prevent stress on the small bones in your hand. The weight slugs fit conveniently in the

bar, making it easy to transport. All the parts of the set fit in a convenient case. Finally, by balancing the

weights with spacers, you apply the weight more appropriately than with traditional weight bars.

Committing to a workout regimen is a difficult process, but one that I believe you will find ultimately

rewarding. Enjoy it.

Sincerely,
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WHAT DOES MY WINCE BAR INCLUDE?

(2) hollow cylinders

(4) threaded end caps

(1) solid weighted tube

(10) weighted slugs

(8) light weight spacers

(1) Convenient Carry Case

(1) Instructional DVD
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ASSEMBLING THE WINCE BAR

1. Distributing Weight Evenly

2. Inserting and Removing Slugs

The most important thing to understand about

your new Wince Bar is the even weight

distribution system created by fitness expert

Kevin Wince. Each hollow tube has room for

five inserts. These can be weighted slugs or

spacers. After deciding how many weight

slugs you are going to use, please make sure

that the weights are inserted so that the

weight will be distributed evenly. For example,

if you wanted to use three weight slugs, insert

one slug, then a spacer, then a slug, then a

spacer, and then the final slug.

In order to insert a weight slug into an empty

weight shaft, one end must be open and the

other closed. For the dumbbell, start with one

end cap attached and one removed. For the

bar bell, start with one end of the empty tube

attached to the solid bar, and the other end

open. Hold the hollow tube almost horizontal

so that the slugs will slide gently into the tube.

Being sure to keep the weights evenly

distributed, slide the five inserts into the tube.

Then, attach an end-cap to the open side of

the tube.

3. Creating the Dumbbells

4. Creating the Long Bar

To create the lightest possible dumbbell, use

one hollow tube. To add weight, attach the

two end caps. For more weight, insert some

combination of weighted slugs and weight

spacers into the tubes. Remember to keep

the weights evenly distributed throughout the

dumbbell. (For example, if you put two

weighted slugs and three spacers, in that

order, the dumbbell will be inappropriately

heavy on one side. Alternate spacers and

weight slugs for a more even weight

distribution as described above.

The lightest possible barbell would be two

empty tubes attached to a center solid tube.

To add more weight, attach the end caps. To

add more weight, add inserts as described

above. Remember to keep the weight evenly

distributed.
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USES FOR THE WINCE BAR

1. Aerobic Exercise

2. Muscle Training

3. Weight Loss

Use the Wince Bar in combination with a

Cardio Step or other aerobic exercise

program for maximum cardiovascular

benefits. You can use the Wince Bar with a

cardio program at your local gym or in

concert with any number of exercise

programs.

Although it may seem light, the Wince Bar’s

weight is perfectly suited for weight training

for most men and women. The included

instructional DVD includes demonstrations

of over thirty effective exercises. Choose

the ones you like. Also include exercises

like sit-ups and push-ups.

In combination with a proper diet low in

starches, the Wince Bar can be used for

weight loss.


